[Research on key technologies of all fiber optic Fourier transform spectrometer].
A noval all fiber optic Fourier transform spectrometer based on single mode fiber Mach-Zehnder interferometer is reported. The authors designed a piezoelectric optical phase modulator with two centimeter scan scale, which was used to replace the moving mirror of traditonal Fourier transform spectrometer. The 1 310 nm DFB laser was used as reference light source to make equal interval sampling of test light source's interferogram, and to eliminate errors of nonlinear modulation. Through making the inverse Fourier transform to test light source's interferogram, the authors obtained the spectrum of test source. The spectrum of ASE broadband light source was measured by FFTS system, and the experiment result agrees with that tested by grating spectrometer. Finally, the authors utilized fiber grating as sample to measure the resolution of FFTS system, and the spectral resolution is 0.78 cm(-1).